
New Rules of Engagement



Our ability as Brits to talk about the weather is part of our national 
characteristic - apparently the weather’s unpredictability gives us  
a fresh conversation starter on a regular basis. Put into context,  
the average British person spends the equivalent of four and a half 
months of their life talking about the weather! 
 
Events have become a global conversation piece over the least 18-months as we’ve  
seen the impact of the pandemic played out through the Olympics, Football, The Oscars, 
and business events such as Mobile World Congress in Barcelona and closer to home  
The Championships, Wimbledon. Every nation has been blighted by cancellations and  
yet everyone has embraced new formats, new event methodologies and a resilience to 
wanting to meet face-to-face. It’s a conversation we are all involved in due to missed  
occasions and milestone celebrations. We’re all talking about how we miss interacting 
and engaging with each other - being social is a characteristic of every nation.  

Rather than speculating about what’s ahead, we asked our clients for their thoughts and 
ideas on how they’ll be engaging with their people and their clients going forward, so we 
can try and grasp the implications of digitisation on our sector which has been built on 
shaking hands, shaking heads, and even shaking the roof down! 
 
For an industry that took such a battering at the outset of the p-word we’ve largely all 
acclimatised to the situation and from AOK Events’ perspective we’ve adapted to the new 
face of employee and client events. 
 
The message is thunderously loud:
○  Engagement is an absolute requisite for businesses. Events, experiences - engaging 

with people - is the lifeblood for conversation, creativity, and commercial success. 
 
Yes, the formats have changed and yes, they will change again at some point, but for 
now, as the storm abates and restrictions are lifted in the UK, let’s enjoy bringing  
people together. 

After all, events are a global conversation that we are all involved in one way or another.

Alex
CEO, AOK Events



THE NEW RULES OF ENGAGEMENT 
AOK Events undertook research to understand how organisations have been 
reacting to the pandemic in their working practices and how the unprecedented  
shift to remote working has impacted on client and employee events and experiences.  

The quantitative study was carried out between August and September 2021 with responses 
from clients whose annualised buying power on events and experiences exceeded £50m.   

The report points to a new outlook; a new rule book for face-to-face marketing and the event 
sector due to the probability that there will be no return to pre-pandemic business-as-usual. 
Event organisers need to adapt to new methods and metrics for engaging with clients,  
customers and teams: a new chapter for face-to-face marketing and New Rules of Engagement.

While every industry and every business is different, it’s critical  
that organisations reinvent and redefine “work” in the new world.  
We must change how we think about spaces, cybersecurity,  
meetings, travel, events and policies, and we mustn’t forget the 
ways employees find balance through their family, volunteer  
work, hobbies and more. We need to evolve the dated mindset  
that being in an office full-time is an actual business imperative. 

World Economic Forum,  
The Future of Work

“
“



MARKETING & PR

23%

PARTICIPANT PROFILES

Event types were broken down to understand the 
implications on employee - internal spends and 
client related – external spends. 

67% of respondents were responsible for external events  
such as corporate hospitality, incentives, product launches  
and client entertaining. 

33% were involved in internal events such as statutory  
learning, employee development, team building and  
summer and Christmas parties. 

Participants were directly involved 
in their organisations event spends 

comprising; learning & development, 
conferences and meetings, team builds, 

product launches and corporate  
hospitality. Respondents were decision 

makers or were party to, and helped  
to ratify, decisions. 

SALES & BUSINESS  
DEVELOPMENT 

9%

FINANCE &  
PROCUREMENT 

5%

EVENT & SPONSORSHIP MARKETING & PR

43% 23%

HUMAN RESOURCES:  
LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT 

3%



A CHANGE IN OBJECTIVES 

SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES  
External Events

Face-to-face marketing is acknowledged for helping to engage, educate and entertain,  
internal and external audiences. The survey looked to better understand how event and  
experience objectives were adapting to a new set of work rules.   

For the short term, until December 2021, corporates are using events to assert their brand presence  
most notably by: 

○ engaging with their clients, suppliers and media  

○ educating their teams and employees    

Internal Events

ENGAGE
Employee recognition 13%

Employee well-being 56.5%

EDUCATE

Team build and reboot company culture 78.3%

Business meetings - planning 30.4%

Company updates 26.1%

Upskilling / training 4.3%

Celebration - party 87.7%

ENGAGE

Build brand reputation 76.6%

Lead generation 61.7%

Build supplier and media relations 12.6%

Recognition program - incentive 8.5%

EDUCATE
Imparting product knowledge via conference or webinar 42.6%

Launch new product or service  25.5%

ENTERTAIN
Awards ceremony 4.3%

Client entertainment 66.1%

ENTERTAIN



Just as corporates adapted to new ways of working and collaborating digitally; digitisation had its  
own impact on internal communications. Traditional town hall meetings and company updates  
became less prescient as building company culture and employee welfare became a primary concern  
for many leaders.  

HOW PRIORITIES HAVE CHANGED
The survey asked how objectives had changed over the pandemic in regard to both internal 
and external events. Respondents were asked to indicate the three main objectives for 
their event spends in the summer of 2019 and to the present time up until December 
2021 for a) employees and b) clients.

External Events 
Most notably ‘entertaining clients’ has seen the biggest impact between 2019 and 2021 with an 
11% decrease due to face-to-face entertaining being off the agenda for a considerable amount of time. 
Another key consideration is corporates needing to show a more conclusive ROI than relationship 
building. This is echoed in the 8% increase in ‘lead generation’ as a key objective for organisations 
investing in event marketing as part of their customer engagement strategy.  

The focus on launching a new product or service saw a 33% increase over the pandemic due to many 
organisations changing and diversifying their product and services and the need for them to share their 
new business models with staff and/ or consumers. 

Engaging with the media and supplier partners had a dramatic increase of 48% as corporates 
reached out to their wider network and built trust and their presence through affiliates, media and 
their relevant trade bodies and associations. 

Internal Events 

The pandemic forced organisations into a balancing act of protecting the health and safety of their 
employees and clients while continuing their business operations under a new normal. 

With the majority of organisations adapting to new working in different places and spaces; internal 
events took on a whole new significance with objectives around employee duty of care seeing the 
biggest growth between 2019 and 2021. 
 
Employee well-being, creating successful teams and employee experience strategies were impacted 
most during the pandemic as corporates became largely reliant on digital internal communications and 
fought to build positive and successful remote working cultures.

Team build and reboot company culture   + 38% 

Employee well-being + 29%

2021 vs 2019



Internal events take a predominantly online and hybrid stance and reflects cost savings associated with keeping  
training and learning virtual coupled with keeping employees remote.      

Despite the dramatic increase in digital event formats and the significant cost savings on travel and expenses 
associated with attending events, corporates remain focussed on providing a format other than solely digital.  

A NEW WAY OF WORKING
A hybrid routine of office and home is the evident new norm for corporate event planners. 
However, for an industry built upon and championing face-to-face interaction, what will  
the impact be? 

There is a marked desire from planners to bring clients together in a face-to-face format.

EXTERNAL EVENTS

INTERNAL EVENTS
In person / 

shared experience

EXTERNAL EVENTS

EXTERNAL EVENTS

INTERNAL EVENTS

INTERNAL EVENTS

Blend of online  
and F2F

Digital only

After almost two years of working remotely, it will be nearly impossible to  
demand people return to the office.  

Forbes 

“

“



External  
Face-to-face formats are a mainstay for client focussed events with the preference for business  
entertaining to unsurprisingly take place in person. However, as brands seek to maintain their  
presence with their clients there is marked diversification in customer engagement strategies 
through an increased use of formats that marry digital with a personalised, tangible output.

Corporate hospitality events such as tennis, rugby, football and theatre all feature high on the corporates 
wish list and events are all underwritten with strong Covid-protocols and cancellation policies.  
An emergent demand for events associated with the national teams following a successful summer 
are driving a vigour for in-person corporate hospitality for the rest of the year and beyond. 

Engaging clients over the Christmas period is another major focus for corporates. Corporates are 
eager to engage and build trust via more social, informal events. However, continued nervousness 
around potential lockdowns in late autumn means that confirmations for large gatherings are scarce. 
Instead, corporates are securing their clients diary dates with innovative digital activations – virtual 
hospitality, rewards and gifting - that help to consolidate and boost relationships from the comfort of  
a client’s home environment.  

WHATS COMING UP FOR THE REST OF 2021 

Research shows that a fully engaged customer represents  
23% more revenue than average. If you don’t have a customer  
engagement strategy, you could be missing opportunities to  
interact with customers and build a relationship with them. 

Gallup

“

“



Over 80% said gifts have improved relationships with employees 
and/or clients, with 48% saying gifting delivered a substantial benefit. 
Chief among the benefits gained was making the recipient feel valued 
(45% reported substantial benefits), improved customer loyalty 
(43% substantial benefit) and improved employee retention  
(41% substantial benefit). 

Coresight Research

“

“

Internal
The move to online learning and development for employees is set to continue as organisation’s 
recognise the costs savings and the added onus on health safety and the welfare of its employees.  
The most significant outcomes of the pandemic are the trenchant use of online, digitised formats  
for statutory learning, product learning and personal development and training.

Most workers have now been afforded the flexibility that they have always desired. However, coupled 
with the strain of the pandemic, the all-encompassing nature of remote working has been for many 
nothing short of overwhelming. The benefits of cutting out commutes and having more autonomy 
over your working life is undoubtedly favoured. Fears from an employer’s perspective regarding lower 
productivity have, for the most part, not been realised. The hindrances that exist today relating to 
loneliness, role conflict and communication are still rife, however. 

Christmas is markedly on the agenda for employees, however, there is still confusion and apprehension 
around the best way to stage a company party. Whilst the shared outlook is that Christmas is not  
cancelled this year, there is apprehension about the best way to bring employees together to celebrate. 
With nervousness about potential future lockdowns and the risk of bringing all employees together  
in one place, there is an openness for more ‘alternative’ celebrations, such as virtual Christmas  
activities, gifting platforms, and hamper deliveries, as well as a focus on exclusive hires for those 
wanting to push ahead with an in-person party.



2022 AND BEYOND 

Of the respondents who are responsible for external events; 80% state that they  
expect their budgets will increase in 2022 and beyond. This is in sharp comparison  

to the organisers of internal events who see budgets on employee events decreasing  
by 68%.   

The polar outlook points to the fact that office culture should have settled into a happy-hybrid  
routine with new formats of employee experience embedded into a new workplace routine. Attention 
will therefore turn to re-igniting existing, past and prospect client relationships and engagement.  

Most workers have now enjoyed the flexibility that they have always sought:  
○  The benefits of cutting commutes and having autonomy over personal working life is  

undoubtedly favoured. 

○ Employer’s fears over lower productivity have not been realised.

Flexibility and adaptability are the new corporate cornerstones and trust is the one norm that 
has not been affected in the post-Covid business glossary. It’s an exciting new chapter for face-to-face 
marketing and customer engagement that requires New Rules of Engagement for a new business 
dynamic.  

Gathering your entire company together at Christmas may seem an alien notion still.  
Have you thought about departmental events? More importantly, have you thought about 
having a 2-3 day run at the same venue so all your employees get the same experience? 

Spend wisely on events: AGMs are notorious for no shows from shareholders and Covid has exacerbated this. 
The days of booking the ballroom may currently be behind us until full consumer confidence in travel returns. 

Mirror your goodwill through well planned giving. If you’ve curtailed face-to-face for the time being it doesn’t 
mean that your customer engagement strategy needs to be parked. A well-chosen gift goes a long way when 
delivered directly to your clients’ home.

AOKnow - what we’re thinking at the moment

 A new rule book

Is your HR department aware and on-board with your upcoming face-to-face 
events? 

Does your chosen venue have any sort of Covid-policy in place to protect 
your guests and speakers?  

Is there a clause in place with your suppliers in case of cancellation or  
postponement due to Covid?

Can the event easily be segued from a face-to-face event to an online hybrid 
experience? 

Is the delegate experience as good online as it is for the face-to-face guests?  
If not, what will make it better?



AOK EVENTS LIMITED / THE ENGINE ROOMS / 150A FALCON ROAD / LONDON

www.aokevents.com  |  020 8222 8420

2020 was set to be a year of celebrations for AOK Events 
as we celebrated our 20th birthday. As we all know things 
didn’t quite play out as planned, however, with years  
of experience under our belts, a smaller but still amazing team 
and long-lasting relationships with our key clients, we adapted 
and embraced the challenge of enforced change.  
 
The team showed dynamism and resilience and the globe’s quick 
move to digitised workplaces gave us the opportunity to be 
one of the first event management companies to pivot  
strategically into the business of virtual and online experiences 
and a new era for events. 
 
Clients recognised the importance of regularly communicating 
with their teams and customers. The pivot to digital and hybrid 
paid dividends. We adapted, created new roles and internal  
processes and we developed a fulfilment division. 
 
Whilst our own celebrations took a different form, we did 
positively mark 2020 as a milestone year for the business. 
Extraordinarily COVID 19 could be the best thing that ever 
happened to AOK Events.



Laing O’Rourke
AOK Events created a two-week programme of virtual 
events that employees could use to help entertain their 
children during half-term.

We pitched our Kids Club concept to Laing O’Rourke after 
hearing that a number of employees were struggling with 
their work/life balance. We were tasked with coming up with 
a programme that allowed children from the age of 4-12  
to take part in 5 x 1-hour slots during the day.

What we did
We built a branded registration website where parents 
could sign up their children for as many events as they 
wanted to take part in. Over the 10 day “run”, we arranged 
50 events in total, made up of 17 different types of event, 
from storytelling to Escape Rooms, from Hip Hop dance 
classes to musical bingo. Each event was event managed  
by one of our event managers.

Results
Huge take up by Laing O’Rourke staff with many sessions 
“sold out”. The kids loved the activities and the feedback 
that we got was out of this world.

The number of kids that took part in the Kids Club far  
exceeded Laing O’Rourke’s expectations and every day, 
their HR Dept. was inundated with e-mails from their  
staff saying how great the programme was.

Virtual Kids Club

OUR WORK



OUR WORK

In it together - LinkedIn
AOK Events were asked to create a bespoke fulfilment  
website that would allow LinkedIn to interact with their 
clients throughout the pandemic, allowing them to send 
digital vouchers to clients from markets across EMEA.  
A token of appreciation in these extraordinary times.

What we did
○    Created a branded website inc. vanity URL full  

management of the process

○  Voucher fulfilment and communications with  
the client

○  A varied selection of digital and physical gifts  
sent to clients

○  Global reach, customised per region, different  
skins depending on the activity and time of year

○ GDPR compliant process

○  Created the ability to send different gifts  
to new, lapsed and current clients

○ Full tracking and response rates post-event

Digital Gifting Platform


